
Algarve  Photographers  Group  
Algarve Photographers Group (APG) Membership Benefits  

Free advice and guidance from expert members during specialist workshops,  

Attendance of fortnightly meetings/field events/workshops at a meeting room at the 
museum, or on location, 

Opportunity to take part in photographic trips (1 day and longer) to various destinations,  

Discounts from local photographic sponsors,  

Opportunity to display and discuss images at the APG photographic gallery at the Museu 
do Traje in São Brás de Alportel using the Group's projector and screen,  

Opportunity to exhibit prints at the APG photographic gallery at the Museum in São Brás 
de Alportel by entry into the bi-monthly themed photography exhibition, followed by a 
critique by a photographic expert,  

Opportunity to exhibit images on the APG website. 

Membership Rules  

1. Subscriptions are due annually in January. €30 to be given to Treasurer John Ribeiro, 
alvoradaj@gmail.com Tel. 289 994 383 

2. To be an exhibitor you must be a Group Member. 
3. There are six exhibitions a year: January, March, May, July, September and 

November. The openings are usually the last Friday in the month at 19.00. 
4. Photos are to be taken within the last two years prior to the exhibition, must 

represent the theme/title, be your own work, and not have been previously 
exhibited. 

5. Exhibition changes are on the Thursday prior to the openings, and photos must 
remain hanging for the two-month period. Each photographer is responsible for his 
or her own framing. The organizers are responsible for the hanging of the frames 
and their position. Your name and title must be put on the back of the frame. 
IMPORTANT: if you are not able to collect your photo on frame change day you must 
request someone to do it for you. THEY CANNOT BE LEFT AT THE MUSEUM. 

6. An entry date will be given when you may enter ONE PHOTO with the TITLE saying 
whether the photograph is LANDSCAPE or PORTRAIT. A printed card with your title in 
English and Portuguese will be put on the frame, and after the voting at the exhibition 
opening, the exhibiter’s name. 

7. You are free to have your photographs printed where you choose. 

8. Our exhibition opening nights are popular, with nibbles, a bar and music. A certificate is 
presented to the winner of the vote for most popular photograph. 

 


